Why selecting NeoScreener?

- The Talk Show industry reference product
- Different screen layouts for Talent and Screeners
- Easy screener / talent communication
- Calls history database
- Caller ID and priorities

- Prep sheet for upcoming shows
- Chat between users
- Unwanted callers management
- Interfaced with website / SMS /emails
- Management of incoming and outgoing calls during Talk shows
- Instant callback
- Strong database with search fields and reports
- Cluster version

Interfaces with other NeoGroupe products

Flag your winners thanks to NeoWinners and allow your listeners to send comments to a show via your website, FB, Twitter and SMS with NeoAgent.
Fully interfaced with Telephony talk show systems

AEQ Systel IP, Comrex Stac VIP and Telos Nx12, Nx6, VX, HX6, IQ6
Can also be attached to PABX/IPBX (Avaya, Lucent,...) via TAPI
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Powerful features

- Easy screener/talent communication
- Caller ID analysis
- Chat between users
- Calls history
- Instant callback
- Calls priorities
- Unwanted callers management
- Prep. sheet for upcoming shows
- Strong database with search fields and reports
Why selecting NeoWinners?

- User friendly interface
- Hundreds of features
- Clear display of information
- Easy scheduling
- Single centralized database
- Statistics and reports
- Winners traceability
- Interfaces to Phones
- Interfaces to Social Media
- Time saving
- Better efficiency for your Promo department
- Cluster version
Save time and money with NeoWinners

Neowinners uses a centralized database which means all users have access to updated information on winners, prizes and contests.

Remote access: one promotion manager can operate several radio station’s contests from one centralized location.

Contesting workflow

- Prizes stock
- Scheduling
- On-air giveaway
- Delivery/reports

Powerful features

- Schedule of contests & prizes
- Permanently updated stock of prizes
- Several contest types
- Automatic winners locking (x days)
- Winners history

- Winners preselection
- Guest lists, emailing, labels
- Pickup / delivery tracking
- Multi-station version
NeoAgent NETWORKS

Adds SMS / Website / Facebook / Twitter/ iPhone inputs from your audience into your NeoWinners / NeoScreener databases.
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NeoScreener Studio
Main functions

- Multi-Sites
- Multi-Companies
- Barcodes
- Collaborative tool (Management / Accountings / Technical department)
- Email notifications
- Always up-to-date budgets
- Hardware traceability
- Single-time data entry
- Permanent inventory
- Purchases requests processing speed increased
- Windows and Smartphones applications

ACCOUNTINGS
Budget tracking / Invoices received / Fixed assets

MANAGEMENT
Approvals / Reports

TECHNICAL DEPT.
Purchase requests / Hardware assets tracking / Inventory operations

Hardware assets

Barcode labels
NBS Workflow

**Budget & Purchases module**

1. Purchase request
2. Accountings
3. Manager
4. Purchase order
5. Delivery

**Assets & Inventory module**

1. Delivery
2. Barcodes
3. Installation
4. Inventory
5. Assets tracking

**Smartphone application**

**Scan a barcode or search for a serial.**

Get immediately all relevant information regarding your item: Site / Room / Owner / Status and Dates: warranty / testing / purchase / start of service / expected return and more... Perform easy inventory simply using your phone, right away.

**See also items documents:**

- Invoices / manuals / etc.
- Snap a picture and send it immediately in the database.
- Flag the item for repair.
**OPTIONS**

**NeoScreener touch**

Control 6 lines of your Telos or AEQ system without any dedicated telephone (such as Desktop Director, Vset or other).

Can be used standalone or with NeoScreener.

Frees-up space and improves integration in the studio.

**NeoScreener SMART**

iOS Android Application for Tablets.

Replaces the « Talent » screen of NeoScreener, allows to set calls on air and to communicate with the studio.

Developed for remotes, NeoScreenerSmart works anywhere using 3G/4G.

**Push / Pull Services**

- Automate registrations to contests
- Automate call cards
- Ingest RSS feeds in NeoWinners
- Redirect messages according to keywords

**NeoWinners ROBOT**

Send email notifications to the appropriate users according to actions and events occurring in the database.

One « guest list » which expired without being printed, current day winners, modification of a category, report of unfulfilled contests.

All these elements can be automatically sent by NeoWinnersRobot.

**Multi-Stations**

Share all of your audience and winners data in a single centralized database!

The NeoWinners and NeoScreener « cluster » versions allow you to manage several stations within the same single database.

This kind of installation is suitable for a Media Group in the same city / market.

**NeoWinners SMART**

An iOS Android application that runs on Tablets and Smartphones.

NeoWinners on-air module has been ported to Mobile devices so that your teams can operate contests while on a remote, accessing the station’s database.
SERVICES

DATABASES HOSTING IN CLOUD

NeoGroupe offers you to take care of your databases hosting in Cloud mode.

Simplify the maintenance of your installations!

NeoGroupe offers to host your database on 2 redundant servers. Guaranteed availability: 99% of uptime, guaranteed bandwidth 500 Mbits/s, up to 1Gb. Complete daily backups over 30 days in the past in 2 different physical locations. Failover IP Service. Hot online reindexing overnight. Database Service availability supervision.

TRAININGS

NeoGroupe offers your Radio and Television teams the knowledge which they need to reach their goals, and help you improve efficiency within your organization.

Training sessions on our products are performed at Clients sites and are based on specific user guides. We adapt our training scheme to your needs. Trainings span over 2 to 5 days according to the number of people to train.

NeoGroupe supplies trainings in order to master freshly installed software, as well as to how to operate new functions after version updates.

DATA CONVERSIONS

We can convert and uniform your existing data sets to import in our applications databases.

HARDWARE

- **Dymo Label printer pack**
  - Used in NeoWinners to print individual shipping, addresses label or in NBS to print barcodes for inventory items.

- **Bluetooth Barcodes Reader**
  - USB Interface. Used with NeoWinners / NBS
About NeoGroupe

Founded in 2002, NeoGroupe manufactures software applications for small to large-scale businesses, including radio and television broadcasters. NeoGroupe’s applications feature intuitive functionality and enhance the workflow between individuals in a business environment. The company develops standard and tailor-made solutions based around its extensive media workflow experience and boasts a variety of customers ranging from high-profile talk shows to major public organizations worldwide. Applications include contest management, call screening, SMS/website audience interaction, budgets, purchasing and hardware inventory solutions.